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WHAT DRIVES US

 
WHAT IS FLAX WALLPAPER

 
WHO WE ARE

EXTRA ORGANIC

We at EXTRA ORGANIC love nature.
 
At home in the Ore Mountains with its beautiful forests and 
streams, the region provides the perfect environment for our lives 
and our creative work.

As our lives change, so do our habits and attitudes. New trends 
determine our consumer behavior. Unfortunately, we live in a 
throwaway society.

The XO team is committed to developing sustainable alternatives 
to traditional products. Ecological, beautiful, functional, and 100 % 
biodegradable.

Our flax wallpaper meets these requirements. From the field to the 
wall, and if necessary, can be composted back into nature.

Many years of experience, profound expertise as 
well as a touch of curiosity, mixed with ingenuity, 
enthusiasm, and conviction of the cause – that´s 
us, that's our XO team.

We are always searching for trends and ideas 
that enrich our products and stand out from 
the crowd. At our Mildenau site in the German 
Ore Mountains we conduct research for new, 

Our flax wallpaper is a nonwoven wallpaper 
consisting of 100 % natural fibers – flax 
and a small amount of viscose originating 
from sustainably managed forests. As wall 
decoration it gives your home a completely 
new, natural flair. The flax fibers are clearly 
visible on the surface and give our natural 
wallpaper its distinctive appearance.

The flax plant itself naturally possesses 
properties that especially help our wallpaper 
have enormous natural given advantages. 
Flax fibers are plain and therefore, textile 
products made of flax are lint-free and less 
susceptible to bacteria and dirt. Moreover, 
the fibers can absorb 35 % of the air humidity 
and release it as necessary. Furthermore, 
the flax fiber is tear-resistant and therefore, 
sturdy and durable. Vibration dampening and 
insulating properties as well as its natural UV-
resistance are further positive aspects that 
add to the great value of our Extra Organic 
wallpaper. 

The flax fibers are stiffened through hydro-
entanglement and therefore, are free of 
chemicals. The textile components of our 
Extra Organic products are completely 
biodegradable and can unscrupulously be 
returned to the natural circuit.

Because our flax wallpaper has so many 
positive properties and contributes to a good 
and healthy indoor climate, it is also suitable 
for innovative living room and office concepts. 
For example, our wallpaper can form the base 
material for acoustic panels, room dividers, 
blinds or ceiling tiles. Our competent and 
experienced team will be happy to assist you 
with the implementation of your ideas.

Our plain flax wallpaper is certified according 
to STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®.

innovative solutions and to examine options for 
sustainable room concepts based on renewable 
raw materials.

Our ideas would only remain ideas if not for 
our strong team of technologists, developers, 
and experienced colleagues, who work behind 
the scenes testing our visions on state-of-the-
art nonwoven facilities and developing these to 

market maturity.

We are also inspired by our 
network of regional partners, 

who are involved in the 
implementation of our 

products with just as 
much passion as we.

Unique. Innovative. 
Extra Organic.



 
WITH HIGH-QUALITY EMBROIDERY

FLAX WALLPAPER DESIGNS YOUR INDIVIDUAL ROOM CONCEPTS WHAT IS INSIDE THE PRODUCT

FLAX WALLPAPER NATURE

THE FACETS OF FLAX WALLPAPER

ACCESSORIES

WITH HIGH-QUALITY DIGITAL PRINT OUR STANDARD

NATURAL COLORS

EMBROIDERED, PRINTED OR COMPLETELY NATURAL

WALLPAPER PASTE TECHNICAL FACTS

65 %  flax fibers
35 %  viscose fibers

    without polymer binders

  using European flax

  positive ecological assessment, as the   
  cultivation of flax needs substantially less 
  water compared to other natural fibers

  usage of odorless, water-based inks

  

extra-organic.com

Article: TRL00090 
„bird“
gold

We print your
"desired motif"
Dimensions: 106 x 280 cm

Article: TRL00072-73 
„flower“
anthracite or copper

Article: TRL00074-75
„beam“
silver gray or gold/anthracite

Article: TRL00078 
„cherry blossom“
rose/white/brown with spangles

Article: TRL00097-99
„circles“
white, light gray or dark gray

Article: TRL00079
„leaves“
green with spangles

Article: 00518.99
Natural Colors
Dimensions: 53 x 1005 mm 
and 53 x 2500 mm

Acoustic panels
"desired motif"

Room dividers
"desired motif"

Article: TRL00091-96
„grass“ (short or long)
dark gray, green or orange

Article: TRL00077 
„stag“
gold/brown

Article: TRL00104-106
„dots“
colorful, blue, gold/anthracite

Article: TRL00070-71
„flower tendril“
black/silver or gold

EN 15102:2007+A1:2011

B-s1, d0

When using our flax wallpaper 
we recommend our specially 
designed EXTRA ORGANIC 
wallpaper paste.

• based on pure methyl cellulose 
of various fiber lengths

• guaranteed without fungicides
• no preservatives
• no synthetic resins

EXCELLENT RESISTANCE 
TO LIGHT

WASHABLE
Minor soiling can be swabbed with 
a damp sponge.

COMPLETELY DRY PEELABLE
The wallpaper can easily be removed 
completely without residue. 

PASTE THE WALL
The wall is being pasted not the back 
of the wallpaper.  

Dimensions: 53 x 280 cm

We bring your design 
ideas to life with 
high-quality digital 
printing on our flax 
wallpaper – whether 
traditional or fancy, as 
a single panel or as a 
complete wall motif.

Due to its wonderful properties, our flax wallpaper 
can easily be integrated into innovative living 
and office concepts. For example, acoustic panels 
with our flax wallpaper as the base material or 
room dividers made of natural material have a 
positive effect on the atmosphere in a room. We 
are looking forward to sharing our experience 
with you and to supply you with the fabric to 
implement your ideas.
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innovative solutions and to examine options for 
sustainable room concepts based on renewable 
raw materials.

Our ideas would only remain ideas if not for 
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